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Prologue

The notion of ineffability recently became the focus of attention in philosophy of re-

ligion, mainly owing to John Hick’s use of the notion for his pluralistic hypothesis.

According to this hypothesis, the great world religions represent different authentic

responses to an ultimate reality termed ‘‘the Real an sich,’’ yet the Real an sich

exceeds all positive substantial characterizations in human thought and language

and is not known as it is by any of the religious traditions, the divine objects of

which are but its various empirical or phenomenal manifestations.1 So, for Hick the

postulated Real is ineffable or transcategorial, and we can only make purely formal

statements about it. Scholars like William P. Alston, William L. Rowe, and Christo-

pher J. Insole have challenged this latter view.2

Not unlike Hick, a number of traditional philosophers and religious thinkers in

both the East and the West claimed that the ultimate reality or the mystical experience

intuiting reality is ineffable,3 well beyond the reach of human concepts and words. For

the sake of brevity, I shall refer to them as ineffabilists. Most of the ineffabilists, like

many contemporary philosophers of language, held that thought and (public) lan-

guage are deeply interrelated such that whatever is thinkable is sayable, and vice

versa. Yet, they voiced the limitations of language and advocated roughly the follow-

ing Ineffability Thesis: that there is a transcendental reality or experience4 of some kind

that cannot be expressed as it truly is by human concepts and words.5 But can we

speak meaningfully of something by saying that it is unspeakable? Does not such a

speechmake the thing actually speakable? Though probably aware of the predicament

involved in speaking of something as unspeakable, most ineffabilists have chosen to

remain silent on this issue. However, the predicament has been exposed, with the

thesis or the like consequently dismissed, by a number of eminent modern thinkers.

In this essay, I propose to show the consistency or noncontradiction of the inef-

fability thesis. I shall first introduce certain criticisms set forth by some critics of the

thesis and examine the solution Hick offers to overcome the problems concerned.

Then, I refer to a passage in Bhartr
˙
hari’s magnum opus, the Vākyapadı̄ya, to see

how this fifth-century Indian grammarian-philosopher tackled the main problem

here. Bhartr
˙
hari’s strategy will afterward be enlarged and supplemented to deal

with the criticisms and related issues.

The Criticisms

Can we say meaningfully of something that it is unsayable? By using the word

‘‘unsayable’’ for the unsayable thing we, it seems, inevitably make it sayable. Thus,
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we run into an apparent self-contradiction. The medieval Christian philosopher St.

Augustine knew this predicament well:

. . . God is unspeakable. But what I have spoken would not have been spoken if it were

unspeakable. For this reason God should not even be called unspeakable, because even

when this word is spoken, something is spoken. There is a kind of conflict between words

here: if what cannot be spoken is unspeakable, then it is not unspeakable, because it can

actually be said to be unspeakable.6

On the other hand, Alvin Plantinga has criticized the claim that our concepts do not

apply to God.7 In his view, by making such a claim one must suppose that some of

us grasp what it is for a thing to be such that our concepts do not apply to it, and so

we have the concept being such that none of our concepts applies to it. Now, if the

claim above is true, this concept applies to God, and then at least one of our con-

cepts applies to God, in which case the claim is false. The claim, as a result, is

absurdly both true and false. So, for Plantinga the ‘‘view that our concepts don’t

apply to God is fatally ensnared in self-referential absurdity’’ (p. 26). Needless to

say, an assertion like ‘‘X is unspeakable’’ faces the same predicament: if the assertion

is true, then it must at the same time be false, given that X is speakable by the predi-

cate word ‘‘unspeakable.’’ The Buddha, as a Chinese proverb goes, said ‘‘[It is] un-

speakable, unspeakable,’’ but the problem here is that even the word ‘‘unspeakable’’

is unspeakable!

Now, let’s consider the subject in a sentence expressing ineffability. If one says

‘‘the Real is ineffable,’’ one has already spoken the Real by the subject word ‘‘Real.’’

Does it still make sense to refer to it as ineffable? The Indian Buddhist epistemologist

Dignāga averred that a genuine perception is nonconceptual, that its object as a par-

ticular is ineffable.8 Attributing to Dignāga the view that a genuine perception is in-

effable, too, the Nyāya philosopher Uddyotakara set forth severe criticisms against

the Buddhist, one of which may be phrased as follows:

1. If the term ‘‘perception’’ refers to the perception, then the latter is clearly sayable rather

than unsayable. That would be a contradiction.

2. But if the term does not refer to the perception, then it is just a meaningless sound and

the perception would be like a dumb person’s dream.9

Likewise, by uttering the sentence ‘‘the Real is ineffable’’ either one contradicts one-

self by using the word ‘‘Real’’ for the ineffable or the word is just meaningless.

In addition, Keith E. Yandell has voiced a criticism similar to, but deeper than,

(1) above with respect to allegedly ineffable experiences.10 He further contends that

from the view that a given experience is ineffable it would follow that any descrip-

tion is equidistant from the experience with any other. This is because according to

this view all descriptions will seem to be equally inappropriate or appropriate with

respect to the ineffable experience. Consequently, the same experience would

absurdly be as describable (or indescribable) by, say, ‘‘eating a hamburger’’ as by

‘‘attaining divinity.’’11 These criticisms also apply to the cases of using phrases like

‘‘absolute nothingness’’ and ‘‘that which transcends human experience’’ for the inef-
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fable concerned. These phrases, it may be noted, seem to convey substantial infor-

mation about what their referents are in themselves.

An ineffabilist may claim that he or she uses the term in question, for example

‘‘God,’’ ‘‘Brahman,’’ or ‘‘Dao,’’ simply as a proper name; since few would take such

a name to have any conceptual meaning or content, its use in no way annuls the inef-

fability thesis. Against such a claim, let us turn to Alston’s paper ‘‘Ineffability.’’12 There

Alston holds that though the word ‘‘God’’ in the statement ‘‘God is ineffable’’ may be

regarded as a proper name not standing for any concept, we would not count anyone

as understanding the statement if he or she is unable to use some identifying phrase,

for example ‘‘the first cause,’’ ‘‘He Who revealed Himself to the prophets’’ or ‘‘the

father of Jesus Christ,’’ to explain the word. Yet, any such phrase would constitute a

characterization of God and so make God factually speakable.13 The use or under-

standing of a proper name thus presupposes a certain expressible knowledge of the

object named, but this inevitably implies the expression of the so-called ineffable.

Hick’s Solution

We have seen that the ineffability thesis faces a number of difficulties. But why did

so many thinkers in the past advocate the thesis? Did they actually indulge in rhetor-

ical exaggeration? Or were they misguided by such ordinary usages as ‘‘Alan is un-

speakable’’? The fact is that many hearers and readers could follow this use of inef-

fability, and it seems groundless to say that the thinkers just lacked philosophical

acumen. If so, we may instead look for a solution for resolving the difficulties.

As Hick himself subscribes to a form of the ineffability thesis, he has proposed a

way of responding to some criticisms leveled against the thesis. Hick distinguishes

between substantial properties such as ‘‘being good’’ and ‘‘having knowledge’’ and

purely formal properties such as ‘‘being ineffable’’ and ‘‘being such that our substan-

tial concepts do not apply.’’ For him, what the ineffabilists wanted to affirm was that

our positive substantial characterizations do not apply to the Ultimate in its true

nature—but not that we cannot ascribe formal properties to the latter.14 He then

applies this solution to his postulation of the Real in itself and claims that though

the Real cannot be said to be person or thing, substance or process, good or evil,

and so forth, we can make purely formal statements about it, with only formal prop-

erties being ascribed to it.15

Dubious about this formal/substantial distinction, Insole argues that Hick in fact

takes his postulated Real to have the presumably substantial properties of being ‘‘au-

thentically manifested within human experience,’’ of being ‘‘the noumenal ground

of’’ experiences of the brahman and Christ, and so forth, and so ‘‘Hick sets up a dis-

tinction (formal/substantial), with a prohibition against speaking substantially about

God, which he is unable to obey himself.’’16 Hick’s strategy against such an objec-

tion is to insist that properties such as those mentioned above are not really attributes

of the Real but are attributes of our human nature. He asks, ‘‘Is it an attribute of

objects that they appear coloured to some, but not to the colour-blind, or is it not

rather an attribute of the different perceivers?’’17 As there could be the same objects
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but no perceivers, for Hick the attribute concerned must inhere in the perceivers. By

the same token, it is an attribute of different finite perceivers that the Real is capable

of being experienced as benign by humans, as malign by others, and so forth. The

aforesaid properties are, we may say, relational properties, representing how we

humans relate ourselves to the transcendental Real. But one wonders why they in-

here solely in human beings and not also somehow in the Real. Here Alston’s criti-

cism is noteworthy: ‘‘Hick never tells us what it takes for a phenomenal manifesta-

tion of the Real to be an authentic manifestation. Indeed he could do so only on the

basis of some characterization of the Real, which his position proscribes.’’18 Perhaps

Hick would be led to hold that an authentic manifestation, the god or absolute, is

one that can mediate the salvific function of the Real by promoting salvific transfor-

mation in its believers,19 but insist that ‘‘having a salvific function in relation to hu-

man (and possibly some non-human) beings’’ is not an intrinsic attribute of the Real.

This is a hard issue. Is it an intrinsic attribute of wine that it functions to intoxicate us,

or is it rather an attribute of us drinkers that we once in a while get drunk? Anyhow, I

shall refrain from delving into the issue.

Whereas Hick’s solution may be tenable regarding his pluralistic hypothesis,

it, contrary to his passing remark, does not explain much of the traditional thinkers’

intention in presenting the ineffability thesis. Unlike Hick, most ineffabilists did not

avoid using expressions like ‘‘consciousness,’’ ‘‘supreme good,’’ and ‘‘one and sim-

ple’’ to refer to their Ultimate, though they might offer the caveat, say, that the sim-

plicity of the Ultimate is not what we normally understand by ‘‘one and simple.’’ The

ineffabilists, indeed, often favored the use of negative expressions for the Ultimate,

and this has prompted Hick to ascribe to them his formal/substantial distinction.20

However, they sometimes spoke affirmatively about that which they viewed as inef-

fable. Even the figurative expressions used by them, such as ‘‘God is a consuming

fire’’ and ‘‘My heart-and-mind is like the autumn moon,’’ often seem to convey sig-

nificant information about what their ineffable is. Thus, they generally did not attend

to Hick’s distinction and did occasionally speak substantially about the ineffable. To

safeguard the thesis against the charge of self-contradiction, then, we need to find

another way out. For our purpose, I shall discuss and expand on Bhartr
˙
hari’s solution

without claiming our approach to be acceptable to all the ineffabilists.

Bhartr
˙
hari’s Solution

Bhartr
˙
hari was a fifth-century philosopher of the Hindu Grammarian (Vaiyākaran

˙
ika)

school. Though a grammarian, he ‘‘trespassed’’ into the area of philosophy and be-

came the central figure of the school’s philosophical development. Now, in the third

chapter of the third volume of his Vākyapadı̄ya, Bhartr
˙
hari claims that the word-

object or signifier-signified relation is ineffable. But can we say meaningfully of the

relation that it is ineffable? Bhartr
˙
hari expresses the predicament of the notion of in-

effability in this passage:

If one holds that what is to be said by the word ‘‘unsayable’’ can be said to be unsayable,

then it would become sayable. (3.3.20)
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But if one admits that it cannot be said this way by the word ‘‘unsayable,’’ then that

state (i.e. its unsayability) which one intends (to convey) is not understood. (3.3.21)21

One intends to convey the unsayability of the unsayable thing. But if the thing can-

not be expressed by ‘‘unsayable,’’ its unsayability would not be understood and the

hearer would not know the thing to be unsayable.

Now, Bhartr
˙
hari’s solution:

If a thing is said to be unsayable, someway or another or in all ways, by some words, then

its state of being unsayable (i.e. its unsayability) is not denied by those words. (3.3.22)

Indeed, a doubt with regard to a given object does not function toward the dubiousness

attached (to that object) without giving up its own nature. (3.3.23)22

Let us expound 3.3.23 first. Suppose I suspect that Alan stole my money; then, to me,

Alan is dubious, that is, he bears dubiousness. Unlike such attributes as cunning and

muscularity, dubiousness, let’s assume, does not inhere in Alan but is only imposed

upon him by me. Now, on my thinking that Alan is dubious, his dubiousness is at the

same time made free from doubt. If, however, my doubt functions not toward Alan

but toward Alan’s dubiousness, then he is made free from doubt and my doubt gives

up its original nature of rendering him dubious.

Likewise, with regard to 3.3.22, if someone says ‘‘the Real is unsayable,’’ then

the word ‘‘unsayable’’ directly and properly expresses the unsayability of the Real.

This unsayability does not really inhere in the Real itself, yet by being superimposed

on the Real it makes known what the Real is, namely that it is unsayable. On the one

hand, the word ‘‘unsayable’’ does not touch the Real and make it actually sayable.

On the other hand, the word denies only the Real itself but not also its unsayability;

that is—to clarify the meaning of the verb ‘‘deny’’ here and in 3.3.22—the word

‘‘unsayable’’ conveys that the Real is unsayable but not that its unsayability is unsay-

able. Just as a doubting act does not doubt the dubiousness of its object, likewise

‘‘unsayable’’ does not convey the unsayability of the unsayability of its referent,

and this makes possible the expected understanding of the utterance ‘‘the Real

is unsayable.’’ We may, using the term ‘‘indicate,’’ say: the word ‘‘unsayable’’ says

(i.e., directly and properly expresses) the unsayability of the Real and so, with the

unsayability being superimposed on the Real, indicates the Real such that one com-

prehends that the Real is unsayable. Thus, the purpose of making known that the

Real is unsayable is achieved, without thereby making it sayable. The concerned

relations may be illustrated as follows:
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Before attending to the significant notion of superimposition, we need to know

in what sense words can be said directly and properly to express (i.e., to describe)

their objects. I take the semantic object of a word to be what the word is invariably

and referentially connected with in each of its literal uses in a sentence and with

the same meaning. And the semantic structure of words forming a sentence can be

understood mutatis mutandis. Now, I submit that words forming a sentence directly

and properly express a thing if and only if their semantic structure conforms to and

overlaps with the thing, in which case we may say that the words touch the thing.

But if the semantic structure does not conform to and overlap with the thing, then

the words fail to describe or touch it, with the structure being solely conceptual, in

no way residing in the thing. A Christian theologian, for instance, may consider God

ineffable on the ground that the structure in the subject-predicate form of our lan-

guage connotes a semantic structure in the form of a distinction between a substance

and its attributes, yet God is altogether one and simple in Himself. The semantic cor-

relate of language is structured, with distinctions due to word meanings, yet the tran-

scendental reality or experience is often said to be void of distinction and structure.

Since language operates in the realm of generality or semblance, its semantic

structure being somehow generic, words also fail to touch concrete sensible objects

in their specific aspects. In Vākyapadı̄ya 2.434 and its auto-commentary (Vr
˙
tti)

Bhartr
˙
hari puts forth an ineffability thesis in relation to sensible things:

As an indicator (upalaks
˙
an
˙
a) of a thing, a word cannot tell any real functioning rendered

by the thing. It is unable to touch (saṁspras
˙
t
˙
um) the intrinsic capacities of its referent.

(2.434)

The thing in itself, bearing indeterminate capacities, endowed with inapprehensible in-

trinsic attributes, cannot be known through the convention-based word. The word is un-

able to tell, by its own operation, the functioning of the capacities inhering in the thing.

(Vr
˙
tti)23

I understand that the phrase ‘‘by its own operation’’ concerns the word’s functioning

of expressing its semantic object, and some may claim that by its own operation the

word ‘‘cow’’ directly and properly expresses the generic aspect, say, cowhood, of a

cow but not its specific or intrinsic aspect. Bhartr
˙
hari’s position as to the reality of the

generic or extrinsic aspect of a thing seems ambiguous. Yet, for an ineffabilist like

Dignāga, cowhood, as the semantic object of the word ‘‘cow,’’ is clearly unreal,

not an integral part of a cow, and so the word fails to touch any particular cow.

Now, unsayability can be said to be the semantic object of the word ‘‘unsayable,’’

and it does not reside in the thing to be meant by the word. The word ‘‘unsayable,’’

as mentioned above, does not touch the unsayable thing, nor does it express the

unsayability of the thing’s unsayability. If the word touches the thing, one falls

upon the contradiction that the thing is sayable as well as unsayable, and our oppo-

nents will win the day. On the other hand, if a linguistic skeptic contends that even

the unsayability of the thing is unsayable, then one may need to use the word

‘‘unsayability’’ to express unsayability-ness with a view to making known the unsay-

ability, and an infinite regress would seem inevitable. Linguistic skeptics ask us to
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pass over the unspeakable in silence, while critics of ineffabilism deprecate the ‘‘X is

unspeakable’’ talk, but perhaps both groups fail to see how language functions.

The notion of superimposition comes to our aid when the semantic object of

a word stands apart from its referent. In Bhartr
˙
hari the notion means that a word-

correlated conceptual item (as the semantic object of a word) is intentionally placed

(as the object meant as such) upon the thing (as the object to be meant) that one

intends to refer to by the word concerned. Given the intentional, but not actual,

closeness between this conceptual item and the thing, we may say that the item

presents the thing as such and such; for example, unsayability presents the thing in

question as unsayable. The superimposition has the function of revealing, as it indi-

rectly makes known the thing such that one knows the latter to be, say, ineffable. But

it simultaneously performs the function of concealing, for it covers up the real form

of the thing. So, we need to negate what is imposed, taking it as just an imposition,

whereas some dim, residual apprehension of the thing survives the negation.

The point, then, is that the imposition and its negation must go hand in hand:

they are but two phases of the same event.24 In the use of the word ‘‘unsayable’’

we become aware of the unsayable through the imposition on it of unsayability

and the negation of this imposition. Without the imposition nothing about the unsay-

able would be intimated; without the negation the unsayable would erroneously be-

come sayable. With the imposition the unsayability ‘‘of’’ the unsayable is compre-

hended; with the negation the unsayable is not taken as bearing such unsayability

as meant by the word. This, let’s say, imposition-cum-negation method is involved

in the functioning of indication as construed here.

The way the ineffable is known may also be explained through this imagined

dialogue:

M: I have to reach X town by night. Would you please tell me where it is?

N: [Pointing southwestward with a finger] Sure, the town is over there.

M: But I see no town over there.

N: Well, it is just across the southwesterly horizon.

Here one cannot have a glimpse of the town, much less be inside it, but one is able

to locate it and know how to go toward it. The town cannot be seen, but can be

located in thought. Likewise, even if words do not properly represent the ineffable,

much less make us intuit it, they yet point toward it, locate it on the other side of a

segment of our semantic horizon, or tell us the direction for intuiting it.25 The ineffa-

ble cannot be said, but can be indicated. Some may claim that just as if we set a limit

to our knowledge, we must have transcended the limit in thought; similarly, we need

to represent in thought the ineffable to draw a line between it and the effable, but

this unfortunately makes it representable and so sayable. We do need to think of

the ineffable somehow—not straight but through imposition—and so a thesis of ab-

solute ineffability in one sense is impossible (see below). Nevertheless, unlike draw-

ing a line on a board where both sides of the line are seen, we needn’t and indeed

can’t ‘‘represent’’ in the same way the two sides of our semantic horizon.
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Significantly, the imposition-cum-negation method applies also to such expres-

sions as ‘‘supreme reality,’’ ‘‘absolute nothingness,’’ and ‘‘transcending human expe-

rience,’’ insofar as the language-user has in his/her mind something akin to the

method. Much depends on the user’s intention rather than on the linguistic mode,

whether literal, figurative, or negative, of the language used.26 Even so, the linguistic

context may help us in deciding whether or not the language-user follows the

method.

Knowing More than We Can Tell

The discussion above, it is to be noted, does not imply that sensible things are ver-

bally ‘‘untouchable,’’ that they are endowed only with specific aspects. But if we fol-

low Dignāga in dismissing the reality of generic aspects or universals, will we end up

holding that sensible things are as ineffable as the ineffabilist’s ultimate reality? That

would be a blunder, for we generally do not feel great difficulty in expressing sensi-

ble things. To clarify this issue, further expositions are needed even though that will

take us to the realms of Chinese philosophy.

It is extremely hard to spell out to what extent words mean their objects. Word

meanings are admittedly flexible and are not quite context-free. We learn the mean-

ing of a word mainly in the perceptual context, and perceptual experience some-

what delimits our notion of word meaning. Given the affinity between this notion

and that of semantic object, then, it seems advisable to modify the latter notion to

do justice to the context-dependent nature of language. Here, rather than complicat-

ing the matter, we may just listen to the words of Zhuangzi, the famous Daoist

philosopher:

Before we can speak of coarse or fine, however, there must be some form. If a thing has

no form, then numbers cannot express its dimensions, and if it cannot be encompassed,

then numbers cannot express its size. We can use words to talk about the coarseness of

things and we can use our minds to visualize the fineness of things. But what words can-

not describe and the mind cannot succeed in visualizing—this has nothing to do with

coarseness or fineness.27

Zhuangzi here distinguishes between the coarse and fine aspects of a sensible thing,

which is always ‘‘formed.’’ The fine aspect roughly accords with the aforesaid spe-

cific aspect. The coarse aspect, nevertheless, is different from the generic aspect, and

it presumably accounts for our perception of the semblance between a given thing

and another thing of its class. We generally do not see any commonness in things

of the same class, yet we see resemblance therein. While the generic aspect is

the object of a philosopher’s abstract thought, the coarse one is apprehended by

common people’s nonabstract, vague thought of daily life. Parallel to our context-

dependent understanding of the notion of word meaning, then, we have a moderate

notion of semantic object, according to which the semantic object of the word

‘‘cow,’’ for instance, is not cowhood but the coarse aspect of a cow. Such aspects

of things are, as noted in the quotation, describable by words.
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The fact that we generally do not feel great difficulty in expressing sensible

things can be explained by two reasons. First, the describable coarse aspect of a

thing, most people would agree, is indeed an integral part of the thing. Second,

even if the fine aspect of a thing cannot be described by words, it may be ‘‘reached’’

by the mind by virtue of certain nonsemantic factors aroused by the words. Standing

in contrast to the semantic operation of words and the apprehension of their seman-

tic structure, the word-aroused nonsemantic factors include the remembrance of past

sense experience, subtle imagination, knowledge of the discourse situation, and so

on. For example, if Mr. A, beside me, tells Mr. B what the bamboo grove facing

my study looks like, his words may arouse in my mind a vivid image representing

the grove. Here I can use my past sense experience to ‘‘visualize’’ the fine aspect of

the grove in a way that B cannot if he never sees it, more so if he never sees bam-

boos at all. Thus, the fine aspect of a thing may be ‘‘reached’’ not by the semantic

operation of words themselves but by the mind, by virtue of word-aroused non-

semantic factors. The result is that as we go beyond the semantic confines of the

words, we know more than we can tell.

Metaphorical expression, when sensibly used, may arouse a good comprehen-

sion as a nonsemantic factor for knowing a thing in its fineness. So, it has been

claimed that whereof one cannot speak directly, thereof one may express metaphor-

ically. This explains why the ineffabilists occasionally resorted to metaphor or simile

to express their ineffable reality. I shall not here inquire into the functioning of met-

aphor. But we need to consider a view in this regard. Noting the expressive power of

metaphor, some scholars have come to hold that though the so-called ineffable can-

not be literally described, it can be said by metaphorical expression. This view is

problematic. A good metaphor makes us know better without saying more. It makes

us know better, for it arouses some nonsemantic factor in our mind; it does not say

more because this factor is not semantic. It is now widely accepted that a metaphor

is intrinsically unparaphrasable. I take this to mean that metaphorical ‘‘meaning’’

(i.e., what we know when we understand a metaphor) contains a fine aspect that

cannot be described. The ‘‘meaning’’ has a literally sayable coarse aspect, too, for

the (live) metaphoric expression ‘‘He was burned up’’ can, after all, be partially para-

phrased by ‘‘He was very angry.’’ Now, a metaphor figuratively says or tells the

coarse aspect or the like,28 while the expressive power of metaphor mainly concerns

the fine one, which can only be visualized by the mind. A metaphor merely says the

coarse aspect, though it simultaneously intimates the fine aspect or a thing in its fine-

ness. Hence, metaphor just cannot tell the tale of the ineffable.

In what has been given above, Zhuangzi especially mentions that which is be-

yond coarseness and fineness, which ‘‘words cannot describe and the mind cannot

succeed in visualizing.’’ This would be his ineffable, formless Dao. Here, we immedi-

ately realize why sensible things, even in their fineness, are not ineffable in the sense

that an ultimate reality like Dao is: sensible things can be properly visualized by the

mind, whereas the formless ultimate cannot. This is not to brush aside the value of

metaphor for expressing, or of visualization for knowing, the higher reality. We may

know the reality better by imposing on it what is figuratively known or visualized than
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by mere literal semantic imposition. Yet, the point is that what is thus known or visual-

ized, to recall the imposition-cum-negation method, needs to be negated as well.29

Apart from what has been said, we can further construe indication as functioning

with the aid of nonsemantic factors and as involving the visualization, when feasi-

ble,30 of the ineffable and the negation, if required, of the visualization. We may,

in the meantime, broaden the notion of a nonsemantic factor to include the vivid

recalling of one’s past intuitive experience of an ineffable higher reality. After all, a

mystic having intuited a formless reality knows it better than a layman from another

mystic’s expression of the same reality, though none can succeed in visualizing the

reality. But here the reality is at most reached by the mind, never by language itself.

Thus, an indicative expression cannot, by its own semantic operation or by any non-

semantic factor, say what can only be indicated.

Responses to the Criticisms

We have seen that indication construed as an expressive mode involving the

imposition-cum-negation method may help to resolve the philosophical conundrum

that the ineffabilists faced. To Wittgenstein we owe the famous notion of showing as

another expressive mode for expressing the ineffable: one may say that the ineffable

can only be shown but not said in language. In some of the post-Wittgensteinian

uses of the notion,31 the point is that we state one thing and the expression used

indirectly makes known another that for some reason cannot be stated or described.

Such a showing, however, may not function through imposition-cum-negation, and

so I shall here confine myself to indication but excluding showing. Standing against

indication and so forth is description, a rather different type of expressive mode in

which the method is absent and which is best used when the semantic structure of

the words conforms to and overlaps with their objects. While perhaps few would

question the existence of non-descriptive expressive modes, many do not seem to

realize that the ineffabilists, or some of them at least, might be using words, say, indi-

catively rather than descriptively.

We can now respond to the criticisms leveled by some modern thinkers against

the ineffability thesis.32 When the word ‘‘unspeakable,’’ as has been shown, is taken

indicatively in regard to the ineffable X, the sentence ‘‘X is unspeakable’’ faces no

self-contradictory predicament. Now let’s consider again the claim that our concepts

do not apply to God. For Plantinga, one has the concept horse if one grasps the

property of being a horse; and that concept applies to something if that thing is a

horse or has the property of being a horse.33 So we have the concept being such

that none of our concepts applies to it if we grasp the property of being such that

none of our concepts applies to it, and that concept applies to God if God has that

property. If, of course, the concept really applies to God, then at least one of our

concepts applies to God, in which case the claim is false. But one who makes the

claim needn’t take the property to inhere in God: the property can well be an

imposed one whose inherence in God is simultaneously negated. And as God does

not possess the property, the concept being such that none of our concepts applies
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to it does not really apply to Him (or, its application is indirect, of the indicative

kind). Consequently, one who implies the imposition-cum-negation method while

making the claim needn’t acknowledge its falsity for the reason that one of our con-

cepts applies to God.

Similar things can be said of sentences employing such phrases as ‘‘absolute

nothingness’’ and ‘‘divine being’’ to refer to the ineffable, and of any expression

given for explaining the ineffability of the ineffable. Even if these expressions seem

to convey substantial information about their referents, they may be used indica-

tively. This may account for the practice that has puzzled some critics of the thesis,

namely the occasional use by the ineffabilists of affirmative or nonfigurative expres-

sions to express their ineffable. After all, such expressions can be intended indica-

tively such that no word-correlated property is really ascribed to the ineffable. Now

with respect to Yandell’s criticism, even though the ineffable experience of attaining

divinity is as indescribable by ‘‘attaining divinity’’ as by ‘‘eating a hamburger,’’ the

expression ‘‘attaining divinity’’ certainly functions better than ‘‘eating a hamburger’’

in indicating the experience. Hence, while all descriptions are equally inappropriate

for expressing an ineffable mystical experience, our mystics would still be selective

in using (indicative) expressions for the experience.

As to Alston’s criticism to the effect that the understanding of a proper name

like ‘‘God’’ presupposes the ability to use some identifying phrase to explain the

name, we note that though a certain expressible knowledge of the object named is

required, the identifying expression in question can well be indicative in nature. Our

purpose is served, indeed, if the identifying expression helps one locate the object

on the other side of a segment of our semantic horizon.

Ineffabilists often make use of negative expressions when referring to their inef-

fable reality. Some may aver that every negation is an affirmation, involving the use

of concepts, and so by applying negation to the so-called ineffable the ineffabilist

automatically falsifies his/her ineffability thesis. Endorsing a similar view, Rowe,

criticizing Hick’s use of ineffability, contends that he cannot see how Hick’s Real

can avoid having one or the other of two contradictory properties—for example

being good or non-good or being personal or nonpersonal—that if the Real is not

personal it must have the property of being nonpersonal.34 Since Rowe thinks if

Hick held that the Real is nonpersonal he would be taking sides with religions favor-

ing nonpersonal absolutes, it is obvious that Rowe considers the property of being

nonpersonal a substantial property to be attributed to the Real if the latter is not per-

sonal. It is difficult to see why the matter should be as Rowe depicts it, why if it is

true that the Real in itself is not personal it must of necessity be nonpersonal. Of

course, if I say ‘‘Alan is not polite,’’ I am attributing to Alan something akin to impo-

liteness, which must be a substantial property. But if I say ‘‘the number two is not

green,’’ I may simply make a noncommittal denial of any substantial relation be-

tween the number two and the color green apart from implying that there is such

an item as designated by the phrase ‘‘the number two’’; I just exclude the possibility

of the number’s being green but do not predicate any property of the number.35

Overall, Rowe’s contention seems to be prescriptive in nature.
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Rowe’s view is not incorrect, however, if we take the sentence ‘‘the Real is not

personal’’ descriptively. For then, for the phrase ‘‘is not personal’’ to conform seman-

tically to the Real it must predicate of the latter the property of not being personal or

simply of being nonpersonal. But I see no reason why we cannot use the sentence

nondescriptively such that no real predication is effected. It is true that the use of the

phrase tends to impose on the object the negative property of not being personal, yet

this imposed property will simultaneously be negated if the imposition-cum-negation

method is attended to.36 The method can be conjoined to negative expression along-

side indication to ensure that no word-correlated property, negative or positive, is

really ascribed to the ineffable. The main function of such a negative expression,

nevertheless, consists in (saying and) negating what the referent is not, with the

method playing only a minor role. It seems advisable, then, to regard, as is the case

with metaphor, negative expression as a distinctive expressive mode. In any case,

Rowe’s view would not hold here unless the method or the noncommittal denial

can be proved to be impossible.

The criticisms discussed here, as it now turns out, imply or tend to imply

that language has only one cognitive function, namely to describe objects. Lan-

guage, to be sure, is used noncognitively to arouse the hearer’s feelings, to give an

order, to make a request, to make what is said a fact, and so on. Yet, indication dif-

fers from these noncognitive uses in that it is broadly cognitive, being used to trans-

mit knowledge about reality. And it seems not ponderous to speak of truth and falsity

in application to indicative sentences. To boil it all down, the ineffabilists, or at least

some of them, might actually intend their words indicatively, and an indicative sen-

tence can gesture toward some ineffable reality without, if true, thereby touching the

reality.

Absolute Ineffability

Our discussion has so far assumed the ineffabilists’ ineffable reality to be somehow

indirectly expressible. Now this question may be raised: if the reality is after all indi-

rectly expressible, why did the ineffabilists take it to be absolutely ineffable? To my

knowledge, few ineffabilists claim that his or her transcendental reality is absolutely

ineffable. But in the case where such a claim is made, it may not be self-defeating.

Indeed, the phrase ‘‘absolutely ineffable’’ is ambiguous, as it can mean either of two

things: (1) the thing said to be absolutely ineffable can in no way be linguistically

expressed or conveyed, or (2) the thing said to be absolutely ineffable can in no

way be linguistically expressed or conveyed as it truly is.

If an ineffabilist takes something to be absolutely ineffable in the first sense, then

by uttering the word ‘‘ineffable’’ he either runs into self-contradiction or the word

uttered is just a meaningless sound. He cannot meaningfully present an ineffability

thesis. He cannot resort to indication or the like to evade severe criticisms, and if

body language counts as language, gestures like waving a hand (Cratylus) or lifting

a finger (some Chan masters) are to be barred, too. The critics are surely all correct in

this regard!
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The second sense of ‘‘absolutely ineffable’’ accords with the way we understand

the ineffability thesis. The ineffable can never be touched, in part or in full, by hu-

man concepts and words. The ineffable can only be indirectly and rather vaguely

expressed and conveyed. Though, with respect to the aforesaid method, no affinity

exists between the imposed item and the ineffable thing, for the hearer or reader to

have any inkling of the thing at all, some far-fetched semblance between them is in-

deed required. The relation between the ineffable thing and what is intimated of it

through the imposition may be compared with that between a scene vividly seen

and a watercolor depicting the scene. In spite of some slight semblance, the water-

color can be at best misleading and at worst mistaken, for knowing what the scene

actually is. Likewise, what language conveys can be at best misleading and at worst

mistaken, for knowing what the thing actually is; in such cases one is justified in

considering the latter ineffable. Advancing the thesis also means to stress that mere

linguistic knowledge is no substitute for the true experience of the ineffable (no more

than the ability to recite a book on swimming is a good substitute for the ability to

swim), that the ineffable is not such as dictated by our intellect, and so whatever is

superimposed on it needs to be negated. The thesis induces us to go farther to reach

the place across our semantic horizon.

Epilogue

This essay began with an introduction to the ineffability thesis together with the

difficulties it faces. Whereas Hick’s solution does not help much here, our overall

approach should suffice to show that the thesis, when properly understood as I

believe is the case with at least some ineffabilists, implies no self-contradiction.

According to the thesis, some transcendental reality or experience cannot be

expressed as it truly is by words. Our discussion reveals that the formulation of

the thesis or any reference to the ineffable can be made consistently through the ex-

pressive mode of indication construed as involving the imposition-cum-negation

method.37 Can we say the unsayable? The answer is yes if by ‘‘say’’ we actually

mean ‘‘indicate’’ or some other nondescriptive expressive mode. This, however,

simply affirms that one can noncontradictorily gesture toward the ineffable. Indica-

tively or otherwise, the ineffable in itself remains beyond the reach of words.

Apart from indication, clearly there are other expressive modes capable of ‘‘say-

ing’’ the unsayable, though we could not in this essay delve into them. We have

so far briefly discussed metaphor and negative expression, and slightly referred

to showing. Standing almost in contrast to indication is evocation as another non-

descriptive expressive mode. An evocative expression, as what we can find in

Chan discourse, aims at breaking through the regular operation of linguistic cogni-

tion. It ‘‘therapeutically’’ counters one’s habits of conceptual substantiation, and

refreshes and lifts up one’s consciousness, such that one comes to experience that

which presently transcends one’s experience.38 Unlike indication, evocation is

cognitive only in a far-fetched sense. Not for transmitting knowledge about reality,

an evocative expression is meant to call up some existential, often ‘‘awakening,’’
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knowing of the true nature of the hearer and the world. And it is ponderous to speak

of truth and falsity in application to evocative sentences. One can just speak of effi-

cacy and inefficacy in application to them, and even here it much depends on the

hearer’s level. Somewhere between evocation and indication (and/or negative ex-

pression) lies paradox. Despite its diverse forms,39 a paradoxical expression roughly

performs two functions: (1) to highlight the incapacity of our ordinary ways of think-

ing and verbalization for representing the ineffable reality/truth, and (2) to lead the

reader beyond the customary understanding of the expression for comprehending

its deeper and subtler ‘‘meanings’’ in relation to the reality/truth.

One expressive mode seemingly articulating the imposition-cum-negation

method is known in Indian philosophy as adhyāropa-apavāda (attribution-cum-

denial). This mode consists of first stating a literal or figurative attribution and then

explicitly denying the attribution. It figures in a passage in the Bhagavadgı̄tā (verses

13.13–14) as interpreted by Śaṁkara, who ascribes to his Advaitic tradition the dic-

tum that ‘‘the Unmanifest is (linguistically) manifested by means of attribution and

denial.’’40 The same mode is likewise utilized by some Chinese thinkers and is beau-

tifully illustrated in the following poem by the Chan poet Hanshan:

My heart-and-mind is like the autumn moon,

Brightly reflected in a crystal-clear lake;

Nothing can make a good comparison,

How then shall I put it into words?

Here, the poet first compares his heart-and-mind to the autumn moon, and then

denies what he has said, taking the former to be beyond words and comparisons.

The whole poem embodies a simile-natured attribution followed by its denial. But

if the ‘‘denial’’ portion is only implied, not explicitly stated, then we will have an ex-

pression involving the imposition-cum-negation method. This in a sense suggests the

soundness of our overall resort to the method. From here we also see that the use of

metaphor regarding an ineffable ultimate reality actually involves two negations, not

just one. Of the metaphoric expression ‘‘God is a consuming fire,’’ the ineffable God

is, to be sure, not a consuming fire, yet He is also not what we know or visualize

through the metaphor of fire. The point here is that what is metaphorically known,

given the method, needs to be negated. As is the case with indication, however,

some dim, residual apprehension of the ineffable survives the negation.

The ineffability thesis notwithstanding, language continues to be our very impor-

tant access to reality. And perhaps some ineffabilists erred in trying to abandon lan-

guage and rest in sheer silence. Abandoning language would unwisely sever our

relationships with others and with the world around us. We indeed ought to value

language as well as this very world. Whenever we can we should do our best, adopt-

ing the fittest way of expression, to express what seems to be ineffable; and we have

seen that our language is endowed with various expressive modes for gesturing

toward the ineffable.41 But, with due respect to language, we must not think lan-

guage knows no limits, as we must not think that we can capture the fresh gust of

actuality in the box of convention. Insofar as the present essay is concerned, at least,
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the charge of self-contradiction leveled against the thesis is anything but well-

founded.
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